


Im Left Alone 
   to Weep

This is a tale for any sized group of adventurers and takes place

in the 1920's. It can be anytime in the 1920's and publish dates for some

books found in this adventure are listed so they can be removed if set

early in the 20's.

Background

Professor Hamilton Price is a accomplished but unassuming

teacher of mathematics at Miskatonic University. 

Prof. Price has most recently lost his beloved wife Lorna and has

just returned to teaching again. He may be a teacher of one of the

players or a former teacher and this adventure assumes one of these

options.

Price has been considered a genius by some in “Theoretical

Geometry”, a subset of non-Euclidean geometry based upon his theory of

7  dimensional space. A theory he never had much time to develop afterth

meeting his wife for she was the love of his life.

Lorna was a good woman and she bore him a son, Henry. Henry

died at childbirth and they never were able to have another child due to

complications but that only left them more time to each other. Lorna was

an avid reader with a sharp mind and complemented Hamilton in ever

way. W hen he was at work she would often be reading as she collected

old books or engage in the painting of watercolors.

W hen Lorna died (she was hit by an automobile) prof. Price in

many ways had a mental break. Unable to cope he thrust himself back

into the fringe theories of math he pursued before meeting her. Since she

died his theories have begun to consume him...

"They are lean and athirst!" he shrieked... "All the evil in the

universe was concentrated in their lean, hungry bodies. Or had they

bodies? I saw them only for a moment, I cannot be certain."

—Frank Belknap Long, "The Hounds of Tindalos"

Lorna was more than a genius, and her art in many ways reflects

this. Before she died she began experimenting with cubism and started

painting images from her dreams and upon images that she has read

about.

One of her paintings was perfect in a baleful way depicting the

mathematical blasphemy of Tindalos. This somehow brought forth a

hound to seek her out and poor Lorna was doomed to die.

The hound appeared to her and chased her into the street where lucky

Lorna was killed by a passing car and spared an even grimmer fate.

Hamilton has been working on a theory that leads him to believe

that he can undue her death by a type of mental time travel based upon

sending his conscious mind to an earlier state in time. He has found

evidence he believes that in fact it has been done before.

Unfortunately he’s also quite mad with desperation and loss. His

theories are wrong and can not work. As brilliant and well thought as they

may read to the characters they will only add to confusion and

misdirection to the characters. 

To make things worse his obsessive thoughts on his wife make

him stare into her artwork longingly to capture a moment of her.

W hat he has captured is tragically the attention of the Hounds of

Tindalos. Anyone who looks upon the cubist painting of Lorna Price’s

“City of Glass” has an Intelligence + 10% per hour of study chance to

catch the attention of the Hounds.
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Adventure Type
This adventure is little more than a hook. It

can be used as a starting adventure or as a “fill in”

adventure in between modules. It can be used with

any sized group, even a single player.

Keepers are advised to read the whole

adventure and the Options at the end to chose

what’s going on.
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Frank Belknap Long 

Portrait of Prof.Price based upon a photo

of Frank Belknap Long

             “Self portrait by Lorna Price” Based upon

an illustration by BilI Rose.
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Where is this house on a map of
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Start

Character(s) are students or former students of Prof. Price

and received a letter fro him asking to assist him in an experiment

(See handout A) of vital importance. Assuming they try to return a

phone call to him or go to his home and knock will have their calls and

knocks unanswered.

If they contact the university they will state that he has missed

work today and refused answering his door when a colleague stopped

by earlier today. He has today’s mail in the mailbox.

The back door is locked but the front door is not and can be entered.

The Price Home

The home is a brick Sears home (1916 Sears Avondale),

single storied with a

slightly overgrown

lawn. The homes in

good condition and is

obviously a new made

home 2-5 years old at

most. It has a 1919

Ford in the driveway.

The home has two

chimneys. 

A manual

push lawn mower is

pushed up to the

eastern side of the

house.

1. Front Porch

This is a mostly covered brick porch with two single and one

double window. A small set of steps lead up to it and some potted

plants adorn it.

A iron and wood bench can be found on the western side of

the porch. A welcome mat stands before the door, a key to the front

door is under it but since it’s unlocked is not needed.

2. Livingroom

A foul smell hits the players when they enter this room, like a

mixture of death and chemicals and something undefinable. The lights

are on. The knocked over lamp (see below) is on but has a broken

bulb and thus sheds no light.

 This is a large but somewhat spartan livingroom. It has a

brick fireplace with built in seating to its sides. Stained glass windows

are above the seating and two vases can be found on the fireplace as

can a clock in it’s center mantle. A red carpet sits on the floor. The

The Secrets of Lorna Price
Lorna Price always enjoyed estate auctions

and old bookstores and had a considerable collection

of old books and occultist works. These inspired her

art but not as greatly as an antique set of paints she

picked up as a curio. It was a fine set of oriental

brushes in a carved red cinnebar and ivory box.

It contained a set of powdered paints

that contain a rare herb, Liao (EC125) and her using

her lips to keep the brush tips straight slowly dosed

her with this herb leading her to dream of Tindalos.

Lorna was suffering nightmares for weeks

before she died and this can be found out if friends or

family of poor Lorna are consulted.

All will speak of her love and devotion to her

husband and or his love for her. People will note that

they kept little friends and spend most of their time

with each other.

Lorna was an attractive woman about 29yrs

old who had dark hair and eyes, slight of build who

dressed very simply

             “Self portrait by Lorna Price”



south wall has a love  seat under the double windows and a couch can

be found against the eastern wall. Two small wooden end table flank

the couch both with electric lamps. A free standing lamp sits next to

the love seat but is knocked over. The northern part of the room has

mahogany pillars with a half partition wall dividing it from the dining

room.

The clock if checked is stopped at 6:13. The seating next to

the fireplace has storage within them and blankets and tablecloths are

stored in one but in the other a bible can be found next to a sewing kit

and a bundle of yarn.

3. Dining room

This attractive room has a timbered ceiling and a large bay

window on the western wall with built in seating under it. The north

wall is half-paneled with plates adorning a shelf atop the paneling. A

buffet is built into the center north wall with many drawers. To the left

of the Kitchen door is a German clock (stuck at 6:13) and to the right

of the studio door is a framed wedding photo of the Prices. A Tiffany

styled lamp hangs from the ceiling above a rich wooden dining table.

The tables small and round and a bowl of half eaten oatmeal sits on it.

A spoon can be found on the floor. The northeast wall has a door to

the studio with open (door less) entranceway’s on east wall, one on

the north and one on the south of this eastern wall. A slightly ominous

watercolor painting of Lorna Price (see previous page)can be found on

the center of this eastern wall. 3 chairs are nested upon each other

against the eastern wall and one chair is pushed back from the table

near the kitchen door. Standard cutlery, etc can be found in buffet. 

Nothing else is off interest in this room. The smell from the livingroom

seems stronger in here. Anyone checking the windows will notice

small cracks.in it, but also in the wooden built in bench under it.

4. Kitchen

This is a small kitchen with a sink, stove and icebox. A set of

double windows are on the west wall with a door to the back porch on

the north wall. A door on the east wall leads to a pantry. The floor is

tiled with a mixture of geometric tiles in black, white, pink, yellow and

blue and looks odd and distracting. The back door has a curtained

window on it. W all sconces light the room with an additional (exposed)

hanging lightbulb hanging from the ceiling.

The pantry has a set of shelves with a cabinet in it with a small

window above it. Food, canned goods, sacks of flour and other like

items can be found here. A wall phone is against the southwest wall.

Books in the Library
  Hydrophinnae: English edition EC 97

  Nyhargo Codex: EC 156

  People of the Monolith: 1926 EC166

  Remnants of Lost Empires: German E176

  Revelations of Hali: E177

  True Magik E208

  Nameless Cults E215 W ater damaged

  Visions From Yaddith: 1927  EC 218

  Wondrous Intelligences E228

The book People of the Monolith will appear in this

adventure if the years 1927 or later.

The book Visions of Yaddith will appear in this

adventure if the years 1928 or later.

The copy of Nameless Cults is water damaged (½

gains as listed and takes twice as long to read)



5. Studio

This room has a hardwood floor and is slightly smaller than

the kitchen. It has a single window at it’s north wall and a closet to

it’s southwestern wall. Standing shelves line the walls with papers

and art materials. An easel with a highly disturbing painting of a city

in the cubist style sits upon it, closer examination shows it to be of

strange sharp angles and of obvious fantasy. Some things are

painted within this city looking like horses or dogs in a highly

distorted way. Light plays upon it depending on the angle the

character looks upon it. 

This painting of course is the “City of Glass”(see previous

page). A keeper may cost a PC a point of Sanity if the look upon it if

they feel particularly cruel.

Other paintings, impressionistic, cubist and surrealist can

also be found here, some appear to be the same city but cause no ill

effects. Artists tools and equipment can be found in the closet.

6. Library 

The library is a medium sized room with a single window to

the north double windows to the east. Heavy green curtains cover

the window and are complementary to the green wall to wall

carpeting. Built in shelves cover the walls and are filled with books,

not all with titles on the bindings so it will take hours to go through

them. 

The upper north wall is a mixture of mathematical, geometry

and like books with art history and poetry books under them on the

lower shelves.

The eastern wall is naturalism, history, and assorted fiction.

The south wall is mixed subjects and the west has theological and

occult subjects mixed with books on physics.

This room has a desk with a comfortable chair in it with a

desk lamp and a free standing lamp next to the chair.

This room was originally made to be a bedroom and has a

built in wardrobe in the southwest side of the room.

7. Bathroom 

This is a ordinary bathroom with a footed tub, a pedestal

sink and a modern 1920's style toilet.  A mirrored medicine cabinet

with overhead light sits over the sink. Two windows , one on each

side flank the mirror and use frosted glass. The floors and walls use

medium sized black and white tile and the wall to the south have wall

two sconces. The closet has towns, soap and other goods within it.

8. Bedroom

This room has a single window to the east and a large bay

window to the south both with mustard curtains. A brass queen sized

bed is against the north wall with an unmade bedspread also of

mustard cloth. A closet to the northeast with an end table under the

eastern window has a phonograph on it.

A radio is on a small table

near the southwest wall and the

area near the bay window has built

in seating.

The phonograph has a recording on

it. It’s a record cylinder of Part 1 of

“Massa Di Requiem Per Shuggay”

(EC 131)

A 32.Cal Dreyse 1907 pistol (only 2 rounds in magazine) can be

found under a pillow. A loaded W H Davenport 12 gauge single shot

break action shotgun is found under the bed, it may go unnoticed as

its wrapped in a blanket. A bible (King James version) is in the

drawer under the phonograph. A trunk has blankets and bedding in

it. A Dresser on the west wall has clothing in it as does the closet. A

box under the bed has some phonograph records in it (some with a

“hoodoo’ theme, Ma Rainey and others)

           Portrait of Prof. Price by Lorna Price

            “The City of Glass” by Lorna Price



9. The Back Porch

The porch has a door to the kitchen and a set of stairs to the yard with another set of stairs that lead to the (locked)

basement door. The porch has a wood railing of redwood surrounding it.  A set of white wooden chairs are on the deck.

10. Basement

This is the basement, a sink is on the west wall next to the furnace. A water heater is next to furnace as well. The floor is

concrete.  A manual washing machine is next to the sink on the south wall. Brooms, shovels and rakes are to the east of the north

wall. A large oil stain can be seen on the floor. Some cans of paint can be found against the east wall.

11. Basement

This part of the basement is the workroom. A large wooden workbench with tools on and under it can be found against the

west wall. W ith shelves against the western parts of the north and south walls. The shelves have jars and cans of nails screws and

assorted items. A wooden stool sits on the floor. Scrap wood is piled up next to the eastern wall. A opening in the east wall leads to

a crawlspace that leads under the bathroom. A metal box is in the crawlspace, within it is the journal of Prof. Price and a key. This

key is to the padlock on the Chronos Machine.



12. Basement

This part of the basement is covered with rubber tiles with a large

device against the south west part of the room. It looks like a modified

generator. It has 48 large crystals attached to it wrapped in copper wire.

Inspection reveals it’s no longer a generator and seems to be attached to

another device that looks quite strange on a wood and copper pillar. It’s a

brass device with gold and copper parts and has two crystals pointing at

each other, one above the other only inches apart. A chain and padlock

keeps the generator device from operating and if turned on with the chain

wrapped around it will cause the frame to crack and shake apart.

If the lock and chains removed (using the key from the metal box

in room 11) and if started as described in the journal, it will create a loud

hum, the lights will dim and a light between the two crystals will light. It will

grow brighter and brighter and then flash blinding characters for a few

seconds then go out, the crystals blackened and spent. The device will

keep humming but will do nothing more. This is the “Chronos Machine” a

failed attempt to send the conscious mind to past, within the same

persons body.

The default assumption is the science is flawed and cannot work

but creative Keepers can expand the idea and allow it to be repaired and

to work.

Options
A few options are given to allow a keeper to make this adventure

his own.

A. Prof. Price is dead, killed by a hound of Tindalos a block to the

north this morning and has not yet been found. 

B. Prof Price is alive and returns to find players in his basement,

he is annoyed they have come down here and that others beyond the

invited character is present. W hile asking what characters are doing there

a hound(s) exits from the corner of the wall and kills Price. The characters

have a fight on their hands.

C. Prof Prices device works but not as he has planned, he has

sent his mind back in time but has gone back to far and has exchanged

minds with a member of the Great Race of Yith who has left to explore our

world leaving poor price stuck in the past. The Yithian locked up the

device before leaving.

Optionally when the light flashes characters to

have their minds sent back into the past or perhaps only some of them.

If option C is used it opens up a whole can of worms but is perhaps the

best option.

The Journal of Prof. Price

This is a ranting diary of the construction

of the “Chronos Machine” a device that will send

his mind back a year in time so he can save his

wife from dying.

The device would allow the exchange of

his current mind into his earlier self. The paper is

not an easy read and is filled with obvious

emotion and bizarre mathematical formula.

It gives full explanations on how to

activate the device

If a Character studies it for 3 weeks it will give a

+5% bonus to Mathematics.

          

_______________________________________

Final Thoughts

Statistics have been avoided in general

as to allow use in either Call of Cthulhu, Basic

Roleplaying System, D20 or other RPG systems.

Only one creature, the Hounds of Tindalos are

mentioned and perhaps a Yithian lead. These can

be found in the basic rulebooks.

The smell in the house stems from the hounds

entering and exiting the home, who also left some

of the mentioned cracks in the walls and window.

A spacial disturbance caused the clocks

to freeze, and is mostly for a creepy feel.

The adventure is short and will most likely

not fill an evenings session but is made to either

A. Act as a filler between adventures

B. W ork as a small starting adventure.

C. Act as the beginning of a larger campaign that  

   you the Keeper need to develop



Handout A
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